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1. Introduction

Band structure engineering of the 2D  
materials via the formation of 2D Moiré  
heterostructures,[1,2] structural patterning,[3,4] 
or chemical derivatization is a subject of 
significant attention in the nanomaterials 
research community nowadays.[5–7] Major 
efforts are being focused on the control-
lable tuning of the band gap, the density of 
states (DOS) in the valence, and conduction 
bands of elemental 2D materials, such as 
borophene, silicine, etc.,[4] hexagonal boron 
nitride and molybdenum disulfide,[5,6] and, 
especially, graphene, owing to advances in 
its manufacturing and derivatization.[7–9] 
As a result, a large family of Moiré mate-
rials and derivatives of 2D materials with 
the engineered electronic structure has 
emerged and found its application in the 
next-generation photonics, optoelectronics, 
and sensing devices as well as the develop-
ment of smart materials.[10–12]

Despite these achievements upon 
almost two decades of extensive studies, the puzzling inter-
play between the structure, chemistry, and band structure 
of 2D materials still remains a fundamental bottleneck, hin-
dering the further advances in the tuning of their physics. 
Regarding the chemical derivatization of graphene as one 
of the most facile and thoroughly studied ways to adjust 
the band structure,[8,9] non-stoichiometric, dynamic chem-
ical composition, and spatial arrangement of the modifying 
organic groups obscure their influence on the DOS of the 
synthesized chemically modified graphenes (CMGs).[13,14] 
Both experimental and theoretical investigations are being 
carried out to reveal the effect of graphene derivatization 
by oxygen, fluorine, or hydrogen moieties as well as doping 
with various elements on the alteration of graphene’s band 
gap, the introduction of the molecular-related states, and 
DOS modification near the Fermi level.[9,15–22] Main results 
were achieved within the frame of the studies on the gra-
phene oxide (GO) and fluorographene, namely oxidized and 
fluorinated counterparts of graphene,[8,9] which have shown 
that depending on the concentration of the oxygen or fluo-
rine groups on the graphene basal plane the band gap can be 
tuned within the range of 0.11–3  eV.[16,19,21] In turn, the rise 
of a band gap from 0 to 0.60  eV by doping graphene with 
nitrogen or boron was reported owing to the alteration of 
both the Fermi level position and density of π states near it by 
the embedded atoms.[23,24]

Engineering of the 2D materials’ electronic structure is at the forefront of 
nanomaterials research nowadays, giving an advance in the development of 
next-generation photonic devices, e-sensing technologies, and smart mate-
rials. Herein, employing core-level spectroscopy methods combined with 
density functional theory (DFT) modeling, the modification of the graphenes’ 
valence band (VB) upon its derivatization by carboxyls and ketones is revealed. 
The appearance of a set of localized states in the VB of graphene related to 
molecular orbitals of the introduced functionalities is signified both experimen-
tally and theoretically. Applying the DFT calculations of the density of states 
projected on the functional groups, their contributions to the VB structure are 
decomposed. An empirical approach, allowing one to analyze and predict the 
impact of a certain functional group on the graphenes’ electronic structure 
in terms of examination of the model molecules, mimicking the introduced 
functionality, is proposed and validated. The interpretation of the arising states 
origin is made and their designation, pointing out their symmetry type, is 
proposed. Taken together, these results guide the band structure engineering 
of graphene derivatives and give a hint on the mechanisms underlying the 
alteration of the VB structure of 2D materials upon their derivatization.
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However, the origin and evolution of electronic states in 
the valence band (VB) of CMGs away from the Fermi level, 
in the range of binding energy (BE) of ca. 3.5–30 eV remains 
poorly studied. Few publications devoted to the experimental 
examination of the VB structure of GO and reduced GO (rGO) 
compared to the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite can be 
found.[17,25,26] Apart from the GO and rGO, only aminated gra-
phene was reported to be investigated experimentally in terms 
of the modification of VB spectra upon the functionalization.[27] 
In all cases, besides the identification and detailed analysis of 
the π and σ-related states of graphene lattice, thanks to the 
well-known electronic structure of graphene and graphite, only 
generalized interpretation of the oxygen-related states has been 
given.[22,24,25] The appearance of additional electronic states and 
DOS modification upon the introduction of a certain oxygen 
group (carboxyl, ketone, hydroxyl, etc.) is still not well under-
stood. At the same time, given these findings, strategies for the 
synthesis of CMGs, their use for the Moiré materials forma-
tion, and subsequent applications can be developed.

Herein, we employed core-level spectroscopy methods com-
bined with density functional theory (DFT) modeling to track 
the modification of VB spectra of graphene upon its functionali-
zation by certain oxygen groups. A set of graphene derivatives, 
from conventional GO and rGO layers to carbonylated (C-ny) 
and carboxylated (C-xy) graphenes predominantly functionalized 
by ketones and carboxyl groups, respectively,[28,29] were exam-
ined. Synthesized by means of wet-chemistry selective reduc-
tion and photochemical modification of GO and possessing 
holey structure, C-ny and C-xy graphene contain up to 9 at% of 
ketones and carboxyl groups, respectively, with a minor content 
of other oxygen groups. Taking advantage from this fact, we 
unveiled the nature of VB states in graphene derivatives, which 
originate from the impact of molecular orbitals (MOs) of car-
boxyl groups and ketones modifying the edges of the graphene 
network. A facile empirical approach for the determination of 
the molecular-related states in the DOS of the functionalized  

graphene by comparative analysis with the model organic mole-
cules is proposed and validated. The origin of each molecular 
state in the ketones and carboxyl groups is revealed by the the-
oretical calculations of both the DOS of the whole CMG layer 
and its projection solely on the modifying group. Based on the 
revealed similarity of molecular-related states in the CMGs and 
model molecules, the nomenclature for the notation of these 
states, pointing out their symmetry type, is proposed. As a net 
result, these results make an advance in the field of the band 
structure engineering of graphene derivatives, their use for 
Moiré structures formation as well as give a hint on the funda-
mental mechanisms underlying the alteration of the VB struc-
ture of 2D materials upon their chemical derivatization.

2. Results and Discussion

Figure 1a displays high-resolution C 1s core-level X-ray photo-
electron spectra (XPS) of C-ny graphene, C-xy graphene, GO, 
and rGO. Six components of different origin are discerned in 
the C 1s spectra of C-ny graphene, C-xy graphene, and GO, 
whereas the rGO spectrum is presented by a single CC peak 
with binding energy (BE) of 284.6 eV, corresponding to carbon 
atoms of pristine or weakly distorted π-conjugated graphene 
network (sp2-domains).[27,30] The asymmetry of this spectral 
feature originates from the intense generation of electron–hole 
(e–h) pairs produced by escaping photoelectrons.[31,32] In the 
case of GO, the low extent of π-conjugation suppresses this 
process and the asymmetry of the CC peak is diminished. 
Note that commonly two additional spectral features, C–V peak 
and C–C peak with BEs of 283.8 and 285.1  eV, respectively, 
are distinguished in the C 1s spectra of graphenes and carbon 
nanotubes.[33,34] Related to the carbon atoms adjacent to the 
ones covalently bonded to modifying groups and unterminated 
carbon atoms at the edges of vacancies, respectively,[33] in our 
case these peaks comprise the CC peak.

Figure 1. Chemistry of graphene derivatives examined by means of core-level techniques. a) C 1s and b) O 1s core-level X-ray photoelectron spectra of 
C-ny graphene, C-xy graphene, GO, and rGO. c) C K-edge X-ray absorption spectra of the graphene derivatives.
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The rest of the components are related to the carbon atoms 
of the graphene network functionalized by various oxygen 
groups. The hydroxyls and epoxides located on the basal plane 
of graphene layers reveal themselves by the COH&COC 
peak with a BE of 286.8  eV,[30] which is the envelope of two 
components, referring to hydroxyls and epoxides.[35] However, 
due to their proximity, they cannot confidently be distinguished 
and the changes in the relative concentration of hydroxyls and 
epoxides are manifested only by a shift in the peaks’ from BE 
= 286.8 eV to BE = 286.5 eV. In turn, the components with BE 
of 286.3, 288.1, and 288.8 eV refer to the retained edge-located 
hydroxyl or ether moieties (COH(e) peak), ketones (CO 
peak), and carboxyls (COOH peak), respectively.[29,30,33] The 
presence of the two latter oxygen groups is also indicated in 
the O 1s spectra by a prominent OC peak with BE of 531.2 eV 
(Figure  1b), which refers to the oxygen atoms that participate 
in double carbon–oxygen bonds.[30] At the same time, hydroxyls 
and epoxides with single carbon–oxygen bonds give rise to a 
component with BE = 532.8 eV (peak OC). The third compo-
nent, the H2O peak with BE = 535.1 eV is attributed to the pres-
ence of the molecules of interlayer water.[30,36]

The predominant functionalization of C-ny graphene and 
C-xy graphene by ketones and carboxyl groups upon the GO 
derivatization is also pointed out by the evolution of the C K-
edge X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) displayed in Figure 1c. The 
peak π*(CO, COOH) centered at hv = 288.2 eV, corresponding 
to electron transitions from the core levels to π* orbitals local-
ized on ketones and carboxyl groups, becomes well-defined and 
dominant along with the π* resonance of the conjugated CC 
bonds at hv = 284.8–285.1 eV.[30,37] In the initial GO this π* reso-
nance is hardly discerned, while it is completely absent in the 
case of rGO.

Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) spectra further sup-
ports the core-level spectroscopies data. Figure 2a shows the 
IR spectra of the pristine GO, rGO, C-ny graphene, and C-xy 

graphene. Upon the conversion of GO into C-ny graphene or 
C-xy graphene, most of the absorption bands associated with 
different oxygen-containing functionalities initially presented 
in the GO disappear or diminish. The broad absorption band 
at v  = 2900–3700 cm−1, corresponding to the stretching and 
bending vibrations of the OH bonds of the molecules of inter-
layer water, hydroxyl, and carboxyl groups,[38] vanishes. Spectral 
bands at v  = 1365–1415, v  = 1220, and v  = 972 cm−1 related to 
the basal-plane hydroxyls, epoxides, and lactols almost disap-
pear.[38,39] At the same time, the characteristic absorption band 
of CO vibrational modes of ketones and carboxyls centered 
at v  ≈1720 cm−1 demonstrates almost no diminishing or even 
rises in the case of C-xy graphene. This verifies the abundance 
of edge-modifying carbonyl and carboxyl moieties in the C-ny 
graphene and C-xy graphene.

Besides, the absorption band at v  = 1060 cm−1 commonly 
attributed to edge-located hydroxyls is retained to some 
extent,[38,40] which coincides with the XPS data. In the case of 
C-ny graphene, the presence of the intensive and broadened 
band at v = 1220 cm−1 is indicated although the XPS data signify 
the elimination of epoxides, which is suggested to be related 
to the formation of the in-plane ethers along with ketones.[41] 
Moreover, the new absorption feature at v  = 1580 cm−1 arises 
that belongs to vibrations of the CC bonds in the localized 
domains of the pristine graphene network. This absorption 
band reduces upon moving to C-xy graphene and further 
to rGO due to merging of the initially isolated sp2-domains 
and raising of the overall delocalization rate of the system of 
π-bonds, which results in the broadening and subsequent van-
ishing of the corresponding IR absorption band. Alteration in 
the extent of the π-conjugated areas of the graphene network 
is also indicated by the XAS data. In C-xy graphene alike as in 
rGO, π* resonance of the conjugated CC bonds is narrow and 
intensive, which in combination with the appearance of the dis-
cernable σ*-exciton positioned at hv = 291.65 eV implies nearly 

Figure 2. Chemistry and morphology of graphene derivatives. a) FTIR spectra, b) transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images, c) electron diffrac-
tion (ED) patterns, and d) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) C-ny graphene, C-xy graphene, GO, and rGO.
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complete recuperation of the extended conjugated domains of 
the graphene network.[42] Oppositely, in the spectrum of C-ny 
graphene CC π* resonance is broadened and has a lower 
intensity in comparison to the σ* resonance at hv = 282.7  eV, 
which mature from the CC bonds of the small localized sp2-
domains of varied dimensions having a diverse conjugation 
length.

Difference in the degree of π-conjugation in C-ny graphene, 
C-xy graphene, and rGO arises from the perforation of the gra-
phene layer which inevitably accompanies by the introduction 
of a high number of ketones and carboxyl groups. This fact is 
evidence by the comparison of the representative low-magnifi-
cation TEM images of the initial GO, rGO, C-ny graphene, and 
C-xy graphene displayed in Figure  2b. TEM imaging of both 
GO and rGO, demonstrates the absence of any rips or holes, 
whereas for both C-ny graphene and C-xy graphene the forma-
tion of matrices of nanoscale holes is revealed due to the pro-
gressive CC bonds cleavage upon GO conversion into these 
graphene derivatives discussed in detail in Refs. [28] and [29]. 
In C-ny graphene nanoholes with the average size of ≈2–7 nm 
are densely distributed within the graphene layer, whereas in 
C-xy graphene holes are 10–50  nm in size separated by areas 
of pristine graphene of tens of nanometers. This governs the 
discussed difference in the π-conjugation degree in C-ny gra-
phene and C-xy graphene. Tight localization of a large number 
of holes in C-ny graphene also results in corrugation of the gra-
phene layer evidenced by the blurring of diffraction spots as is 
shown in the Figure 2c. No such effect is indicated for the C-xy 
graphene for which as for GO and rGO layers ED pattern is 
presented by a single set of narrow diffraction spots, asserting 
the monolayer and planar structure of the graphene layer.[43]

Notably, the nanoscale perforation of C-ny graphene and C-xy 
graphene overall does not result in the disruption of graphene 
platelets as is seen from the exemplary SEM images of arrays 
of GO, rGO, C-ny graphene, and C-xy graphene platelets in 
Figure 2d. The analysis of the size distributions of the studied 
graphene derivatives performed by means of laser diffraction 
(LD) method and processing of arrays of SEM images (Section S1,  

Supporting Information) has revealed that the lateral size of the 
platelets retains almost unchanged, lying within the range of 
3–100  µm. The equality of the lateral size of the studied gra-
phene derivatives is of high importance since the size effect can 
substantially affect the electronic structures of the graphenes 
and distort the analysis of the effect of the chemical functionali-
zation on the VB structure.[3,4,44] Figure 3 highlights the key fea-
tures of the chemistry and morphology of the graphene deriva-
tives under study.

Acquiring the areas of the spectral components obtained 
upon C 1s and O 1s spectra fitting, the relative concentrations of 
respective functional groups and carbon in various states have 
been estimated. The quantitative data are presented in Table 1 
and Section S2, Supporting Information. GO is predominantly 
functionalized by the basal-plane hydroxyls and epoxides, 
which in relative concentration is estimated to be 43.3 at%, and 
contains a certain amount of ketones (4.3 at%) and carboxyls 
(4.3 at%). Conversion of GO into rGO has resulted in almost 
complete elimination of oxygen moieties with their relative 
concentration becoming less than 0.1 at%. In turn, ketones and 
carboxyls are the main oxygen groups represented in the C-ny 
graphene (6.9 at%) and C-xy graphene (7.2 at%), respectively, 
with the almost complete absence of the basal-plane hydroxyls 
and epoxides. However, the chemistry of both C-ny graphene 
and C-xy graphene is not completely homogeneous. Both mate-
rials contain some amount of retained and formed edge-located 
hydroxyls/ethers formed during the synthesis process and the 
retained carboxyls/ketones. In the C-ny graphene, ketones pre-
sent almost 60% of all the oxygen moieties, whereas in the C-xy 
graphene this value is ≈63%. Nevertheless, despite the presence 
of some residual oxygen groups, the dominance of ketones and 
carboxyl groups results in the appearance of a set of spectral 
features in the VB photoelectron spectra, which can be clearly 
discerned and analyzed.
Figure 4a displays valence band (VB) spectra of the GO, rGO, 

C-ny graphene, and C-xy graphene. The measured VB spectra 
were double differentiated, which allows one to unveil broad-
ened, over-lapping spectral features, and precisely determine 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of C-ny graphene, C-xy graphene, GO, and rGO.
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their positions.[45] The second derivative spectra of GO, rGO, 
C-ny graphene, and C-xy graphene taken with the opposite 
sign (−d2I/dE2 curve) are presented in Figure 4b. All VB spectra 
are presented by a set of spectral features denoted as A–G′, 
revealing the fine structure of density of electronic states related 
to σ and π orbitals of graphene lattice and oxygen groups. The 
relative intensity of these spectral features is determined by 
two factors: i) the abundance of the corresponding orbitals in 
the studied CMG owing to its chemistry and structure; and 
ii) cross-section for photoexcitation of electrons occupying the 
corresponding states, including its dependence on the angle α 
between the electric field vector E and the axis of the orbital. 
In the performed studies the magic angle was preset α = 54.7°, 
ensuring almost equal excitation of the in-plane σ-related states 
and out-of-plane π-related states.

As seen, the functionalization of graphene by ketones or 
carboxyl groups results in the substantial modification of the 
VB DOS across all the BEs. The appearance of the narrow H 
peak with BE ≈31 eV in the VB spectra of C-ny graphene and 
C-xy graphene is attributed to the 2p line manifestation of the 
sodium atoms (Na 2p) retained in trace amounts after the syn-
thesis of these CMGs.[29,46] Notably, although being less inten-
sive, the spectral feature H reveals also in the initial GO and 
rGO as well, which is particularly seen from the second deriva-
tive spectra (Figure  4b). The Z peak in the rGO VB spectrum 
located at the BE of 24.6 eV originates from the appearance of 
the C 1s line excited by the photons with the energy of 390 eV 
corresponding to the incompletely damped third order of dif-
fraction generated by a plane grating monochromator of the 

beamline. Besides these spectral features, a broad G peak cen-
tered at BE ≈26 eV is distinguished in all the oxygen-function-
alized CMGs. The analysis of the 2nd derivative spectra also 
reveals that this peak is accompanied by a less-intensive G′ 
peak with BE of ≈28.4  eV. Both of these spectral features cor-
respond to O 2s related electronic states contributed from all 
oxygen-containing functionalities, resulting in their relatively 
large widths with FWHM ≈3.5  eV. This interpretation is con-
firmed by the absence of G and G′ peaks in the spectrum of 
rGO, in which almost all the oxygen moieties are eliminated 
according to the XPS data (Table 1). Moving to an intermediate 
region of ranging from 12.5 to 22.5 eV, the D, E, and F peaks 
with BEs of ≈13.6, ≈17.0, and ≈19.5 eV are to be distinguished, 
most prominently revealing themselves in the VB spectrum of 
rGO. Accordingly, they are assumed to be related to purely gra-
phenic spectral bands, arising due to the next four high-sym-
metry points of graphene Brillouin zone according to the per-
formed calculations of the graphene DOS and published data:

σ+( )1 3K  for feature D, converged σ+( )3 3K  and σ+ ( )1 2M u  states for 
feature E, and σ+ ( )1 1M g  for feature F.[25,47,48] It is worth noting 
that other interpretation of these features can be also found 
in the published data ( σ σ+ +( )/ ( )1 3Q Pu , π+ ( )1Q g , and ( )1g σΓ+  for  
features D–F, respectively),[17] although the graphene nature of 
these states is indisputable. In turn, the prominent A′ feature 
centered at BE of ≈3.2  eV in the rGO VB spectrum is attrib-
uted to the contribution of the π states ( −

2Q u) of the graphene 
network.[16,17]

Besides the rise of the Na 2p related spectral feature H, the 
most prominent changes in the VB DOS of graphene upon its 

Table 1. Relative content of different chemical groups in the studied graphene derivatives.

Component CC COH(ph) COH&COC CO COOH CO/Coxi COOH/Coxi

Binding energy [eV] 284.6 286.3 286.8 288.1 288.8

Graphene derivatives GO 48.1 <0.1 43.3 4.3 4.3 8.3% 8.3%

rGO >99 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

C-ny 85.1 4.2 <0.1 6.9 2.7 60% 19.6%

C-xy 86.4 3.7 <0.1 1.6 7.2 13.9% 63%

Figure 4. VB spectra of graphene derivatives. a) The initial and b) negative doubly differentiated VB spectra of C-ny graphene (1), C-xy graphene (2), 
GO (3), and rGO (4). c) VB spectra of C-xy graphene acquired with the excitation energies of hv = 850 eV and hv = 130 eV.
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chemical derivatization are expressed by the appearance of the 
well-defined A′, A, B, C, and C′ spectral features. These bands 
are both absent in the VB spectrum of rGO and hardly resolved 
in the DOS of GO, owing to the mixed composition of ketones 
and carboxyl groups along with the presence of basal-plane 
hydroxyls and epoxides. The comparison of the VB spectra 
measured at the photon energies of hv = 130 and hv = 850 eV 
displayed in Figure 4c reveals the 2p origin of these spectral fea-
tures. In the case of the excitation energy of hv  = 130  eV the 
cross-sections of 2p and 2s states are almost equal, whereas in 
the case of hv = 850 eV the cross-section of 2p states is substan-
tially lower compared to the 2s one. Thus, the observed dimin-
ishing of the DOS in at BEs below ≈13 eV upon moving to hv = 
850  eV verifies the 2p nature of the A, B, and C (C′) spectral 
features.

Comparative analysis of VB spectra of C-xy graphene and 
C-ny graphene prior to and after higher temperature annealing 
at T = 345 °C for 2 h further verified that the defined A, B, and 
C (C′) features are related to the presence of ketones and car-
boxyl groups. Figures 5a and 5b display the acquired VB spectra 
(curves 1 and 2) with the result of their subtraction (curve 
3). Upon annealing the elimination of ketones and carboxyl 
groups proceeds (Figure  5c) with the simultaneous substan-
tial reduction of the DOS in the region of 5–12.5 eV. A single 
broad band at BE ≈8 eV attributed to the C2p states of a pristine 
graphene lattice retains after the treatment.[17,25,26] At the same 
time, the well resolved A–C (C′) features disappear, signifying 
they originate from the ketones and carboxyl groups for both 
C-ny graphene and C-xy graphene. Moreover, even though the 
relative concentration of these oxygen groups is not exceeding  
8 at%, the impact of the states related to these functionalities on  
the VB spectra is quite solid: changes in the integral intensity 
after annealing are of ca. 30% and 40% for C-ny graphene and 
C-xy graphene, respectively. This originates from the fact that 
the total cross-section for the photoionization of oxygen atomic 
2p orbitals at hv  = 130  eV is ≈8 times larger than that for the 
photoionization of carbon 2p orbitals.[49] Note that analogously 
to the A–C (C′) bands, G and G′ features disappear upon the 
thermal annealing, justifying their assign to O 2s related elec-
tronic states. The absence of the A–C (C′), G, and G′ bands 
also asserts that these spectral features are not related to the 

introduction of a matrices of holes introduced to graphene layer 
upon the nanoscale perforation which retain after the applied 
thermal annealing.

To figure out the origin of the A–C (C′) spectral features in 
terms of the atom and molecular-related states in ketones and 
carboxyl groups both empirical and theoretical studies were 
performed. A facile approach has been proposed based on the 
analysis of the electronic structure of a certain functional group 
by means of the data on the electron configuration, sequence of 
energy levels, and nomenclature (notation) of molecular orbitals 
for a model organic molecule, which possesses a stereochem-
ical structure similar to an examined moiety. Within the frame 
of such a methodology, formaldehyde (H2CO) and formic acid 
(HCOOH) molecules, of which the electronic structure was 
thoroughly studied both experimentally and theoretically,[50–54] 
were used as model systems for ketones and carboxyl groups in 
C-ny graphene and C-xy graphene, respectively. Structure of the 
chosen model molecules and the respective functional groups 
differs only in the replacement of σ(CH) bonds in former 
ones by respective σ(CC) bonds in latter ones. This alteration 
does not affect the bonding configuration within the atoms of 
both molecules and functional groups and does not affect the 
symmetry of moieties. Thus, the symmetry of formaldehyde 
molecule described by C2v point group practically retains in the 
case of the ketone in C-ny graphene, while the simpler sym-
metry of formic acid molecule represented by Cs point group 
completely repeats in the case of carboxyl group. It is worth 
noting that in the case of C-ny graphene, the π(CO) bond can 
conjugate with the π-system of the graphene network, which 
will result in the broadening of the corresponding electronic 
states and their possible diminishing in the VB spectra. This 
feature reveals itself in the subsequently performed theoretical 
calculations. It is worth noting that hydroxyl group can conju-
gate with the π-system of graphene as well, although being a 
π-electron donor unlike the π-electron acceptor behavior of car-
bonyls. However, due to low concentration of isolated hydroxyls 
in C-ny and C-xy graphene along with the aforementioned 
broadening of states related to π-conjugated system, we neglect 
this factor.

Given this, the comparative analysis of the VB spectra of 
C-xy/C-ny graphene and respective model molecules was  

Figure 5. VB modification upon annealing. VB spectra of a) C-ny graphene and b) C-xy graphene prior to (1) and after (2) the thermal annealing with 
the result of their subtraction (3). c) C 1s photoelectron spectra of the annealed C-ny graphene and C-xy graphene.
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performed, allowing us to assign the A–C(C′) features to the 
corresponding states in the ketones or carboxyl group. Tables 2  
and 3 display the results of such an interpretation of the oxygen-
related states in the VB spectra of the C-ny and C-xy graphene. 
The special symbols denoting the VB states and energy levels 
of formaldehyde and formic acid molecules are related to the 
irreducible representations of respective point groups and con-
tain information both on the symmetry type of particular MO 
(second position) and on its ordinal number in the raw of the 
orbitals of the same symmetry (first position). Particularly, a1, 
a2, b1, or b2 symbols denoting orbitals of formaldehyde are tra-
ditionally used to designate four different irreducible repre-
sentations of C2v point groups. Accordingly, symbols a′ and a″ 
included in notations of formic acid MOs are used to denote 
two irreducible representations of Cs point groups. The type 
(symbol) of irreducible representation of particular point group 
completely defines how the respective orbital is transformed 
under each included in this group symmetry operations and, 
thus, completely determines all symmetry properties of the 

orbital. Quite similar approach has been also used for notation 
of the main peaks appearing in the VB spectra of C-ny gra-
phene and C-xy graphene.

As seen from Table 2, in the case of C-ny graphene, the fea-
ture A with BE ≈5.1  eV is determined to arise from the MOs 
occupied by oxygen 2p nonbonding lone pair electrons n′O2p 
(HOMO). Features B and C are attributed to π″CO (HOMO-1) 
and σ′CO (HOMO-2) MOs arising from π and σ bonds within 
CO group, respectively.[50,51,53] In C-xy graphene the nature of 
A, B, C, and C′ features are more complex since six electronic 
states in the DOS spectrum of the formic acid measured in the 
gas phase are to be associated with four spectral features in the 
VB spectra.[54] However, as was demonstrated by the measure-
ments of the VB spectra of the layers of deposited formic acid 
condensation of the molecules results in the merging of the 
adjacent spectral bands due to the association of the MO elec-
tron pairs with the close BEs.[47] Taking this into account, the A 
band in the C-xy graphene VB was assigned to the MOs occu-
pied by oxygen 2p lone pair electrons in carbonyl and hydroxyl 

Table 2. The assignment of the VB features in C-ny graphene.

Formaldehyde (H2CO) (gas phase data)[42] C-ny graphene (this work data)

MO label (symmetry type) BE [eV] with respect  
to EV (EF)

MO nature VB feature BE [eV] with respect  
to EF

Assigned electron states  
of C-ny graphene

2b2 10.9 (5.0) n′(O2px) A 5.0 n′(O2px)

1b1 14.5 (8.6) π(CO) B 7.6 π(CO)

5a1 16.1 (10.2) σ(CO) C 9.8 σ(CO)

1b2 17.0 (11.1) π′(CH2)

4a1 21.4 (15.5) σ(CH2)

D 14.0 σ(CC) (graphene)

E 17.4 σ(CC) (graphene)

F 19.8 σ(CC) (graphene)

3a1 34.2 (28.3) σ(CO) G 25.4 σ(CO)

G′ 28.2

Table 3. The assignment of the VB features in C-xy graphene.

Formic acid (H(CO)OH) (gas phase data)[45,47] C-xy graphene (this work data)

MO label (symmetry type) BE [eV] with respect  
to EV (EF)

MO nature VB feature BE [eV] with respect  
to EF

Assigned electron states  
of C-xy graphene

10a′ 11.5 (6.7) n′(O2p) B 7.2 n′(O2p)

2a″ 12.6 (7.8) π2(CO), n″(OH) B 7.6 π2(CO), n″(OH)

9a′ 14.8 (10.0) σ(CO), n′(OH) C 9.7 σ′CO

1a″ 15.8 (11.0) π1(OCO) C′ 11.1 π1(OCO)

8a′ 17.1 (12.3) σ(OCO), σ(OH) σ(OCO), σ(OH)

7a′ 17.8 (11.2) σ(CO), σ(OH), σ(CH)

6a′ 22.0 (17.2) σ(CO), σ(OH)

D 14.1 σ(CC) (graphene)

E 17.2 σ(CC) (graphene)

F 19.8 σ(CC) (graphene)

5a′ 30.7 (25.9) σ(CO) G 25.3 σ(CO)

4a′ 33.0 (28.2) σ(CO) G′ 28.7 σ(CO)
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fragment of a carboxyl group, n′O2p and nOH, with a probable 
contribution from a π′CO MO. Feature B was attributed to the 
mix of π′CO MO and σ′CO MO in CO part of a carboxyl group, 
whereas feature C is concerned to arise from the sum of σ′OCO 
and σ′OH MOs related to σ-bonding within the group. Finally, 
C′ band is attributed to the additional states, originating from 
σCO, σOH, and σCC MOs of the carboxyl group. Note that the 
position of G and G′ features also match with O2s states posi-
tioned at BE ≈26–28 eV in the DOS spectra of both formalde-
hyde and formic acid, verifying the assumed assignment.

The results of the applied empirical approach are supported 
by the theoretical modeling performed using Vienna Ab-initio 
Simulation Package (VASP).[55] The fundamental background 
of the applied modeling procedure is thoroughly described in 
Section S3, Supporting Information. Technical details of DFT 
modeling are presented in Experimental section. We calculated 
the electronic structure of two model systems, as shown in  
Section S4, Supporting Information, and obtained projected 
densities of states (pDOS) and electron densities. To reveal the 
effect of ketones and carboxyl groups on the electronic struc-
ture, we have calculated the sums of all pDOS on atoms of the 
corresponding functional groups, which are further denoted as 
the total projected densities of states (TpDOS). Figure 6 displays 
TpDOS and images of the electron density distributions (EDD) 
calculated for the: a) ketone in C-ny graphene (C-ny TpDOS) 
and model formaldehyde molecule; b) carboxyl group in C-xy 
graphene (C-xy TpDOS) and model formic acid molecule. 
TpDOS both calculated for model molecules and C-ny and C-xy 
graphene were moved to higher energies by 4.6  eV. Figure 6a 
displays that the calculated C-ny TpDOS is presented by a set 
of bands positioned at BEs of ≈5.3, ≈9.6, and ≈25.4  eV, which 
one-to-one correspond to the A, C, and G peaks in the experi-
mental VB spectra of C-ny graphene and to 2b2, 5a1, and 3a1 
states in the DOS of formaldehyde. At the same time, no band 
is observed in the calculated C-ny TpDOS within the range of 
6–8.3 eV, where B feature in the experimental VB spectra and 
1b1 state of the calculated DOS of formaldehyde lye. This origi-
nates from the fact that π(CO) bond in the modeled C-ny 

graphene, to which the MO in this state is attributed, is conju-
gated with the system of π-states of the graphene network. This 
leads to a substantial broadening of the π″CO state and, hence, 
its diminishing in the calculated TpDOS. In formaldehyde, 
apparently, the π-conjugated system is absent and the π″CO state 
is localized and well defined. At the same time, in the experi-
mentally studied C-ny graphene the conjugation of the π(CO) 
bond is still partially suppressed by the disruption of π-bonding 
due to covalent functionalization of the adjacent carbon atoms 
by the retained hydroxyl groups. This results in the presence of 
a notable B feature related to π″CO states, although its intensity 
is sufficiently low is thanks to the small number of the uncon-
jugated ketones.

The calculated C-xy TpDOS is comprised by the set of bands 
lying at BEs of ≈7.1, ≈7.8, ≈9.5, ≈11.1, ≈11.7, ≈25.5, and ≈27.8 eV 
(Figure  6b). The pairs of bands with BEs of ≈7.1 and ≈7.8  eV 
comply with the 10a′ and 2a″ states in the DOS of the formic 
acid and in a mixed form refer to the B feature in the VB spec-
trum of C-xy graphene. Analogously, bands positioned at BEs of 
≈11.1 and ≈11.7 eV correspond to 1a″ and 8a′ states of the formic 
acid and merged are represented by a C′ feature in the VB spec-
trum of C-xy graphene. Finally, the band at ≈9.5 eV one-to-one 
corresponds to the 9a′ state in the DOS of a model formic acid 
molecule and C band in the experimental VB spectrum.

Apart from approving the previously made assignment of the 
VB A, C, and G spectral features, the carried out comparative 
analysis also allows to estimate the types of symmetry of the 
MOs of ketones and carboxyl groups. The MOs in the ketone 
have b2, a1, and a1 types of symmetry, being analogous to the 
ones in formaldehyde. Thus, the notation of these states by 
the symbols 3a1, 4a1 and 1b2 can be applied. In the same way, 
five bands of C-xy TpDOS are attributed to the a′ symmetry 
type (9a′, 8a′, 7a′, 6a′, 5a′, 4a′), and two bands are qualified 
as the ones of a″ type (2a″, 1a″). The provided assignment of 
the symmetry types for MOs is supported by the analysis of 
the corresponding EDD images. The a1 type of MO symmetry 
implies that the spatial distribution probability density remains 
the same after the following symmetry operations of C2v point 

Figure 6. Comparison of the DOS for model molecules and TpDOS for the corresponding functional groups in graphene derivatives. a) DOS of for-
maldehyde and TpDOS of the ketone. b) DOS of formic acid and TpDOS of the carboxyl group.
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group: C2 - rotation around symmetry axes Y on angle 180°; 
σxy - reflection in mirror plane xy; σyz - reflection in mirror 
plane yz.[56] In turn, b1 and b2 types of symmetry signify that 
electron probability amplitude remains the same after C2 opera-
tion, but change its sign after σxy and σyz operations, respec-
tively. As seen, images of EDDs corresponding to 1b1 band and  
1b2 peak of C-ny TpDOS are divided by xy and yz nodal planes 
into two mirror-symmetrical parts. For C-xy TpDOS, elec-
tron states with a′ symmetry also demonstrate the in-plane  
character of their EDD, while the ones with a″ symmetry  
consisting of two mirror-symmetrical parts divided by a nodal 
plane, the xy-plane in our case. Details on the notation of 
ketones and carboxyl groups are presented in Section S5,  
Supporting Information.
Figure 7 displays the contributions in C-ny and C-xy TpDOS 

of the projected DOS on 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz atomic orbitals 
(AO), allowing finally determine their origin in terms of atomic 
and molecular states. As seen, the 1b2 state of C-ny TpDOS 
takes the form of a single O2px AO, whereas in the C-xy TpDOS 
9a′ state corresponds to the sum of O2px and O2py AOs. In both 
cases, these AOs refer to the nonbonding lone pair orbitals in 
oxygen atoms of ketones and carboxyl groups that are clearly 
seen in the corresponding EDD images.[57] The band 4a1 in 
C-ny TpDOS reveals itself in the 2s and 2py AOs of carbon and 
oxygen atoms known to give rise to bonding σ(CO) orbital. 
This coincides with the predominant distribution of the elec-
tron density along the CO axis of the ketone pointed out by 
the corresponding EDD image. The substantially broadened 1b1 
band of the C-ny TpDOS is presented by 2pz AOs of carbon and 
oxygen atoms, constituting π(CO) bond. This verifies to the 
aforementioned spreading of this band due to the extension of 
the corresponding energy levels upon conjugation of π(CO) 
bond with the network of π(CC) bonds of graphene network.

Moving to C-xy TpDOS, the 7a′ and 8a′ states are seen to arise 
from the mix of 2s, 2px, and 2py AOs central carbon and two  

terminal oxygen atoms. This combination of AOs corresponds 
to 4-center σ-type bonding, analogously to the formic acid mole-
cule, where the formation of this σ bonds is manifested by 8a′  
and 9a′ states. In turn, the 1a″ and 2a″ bands come from out-
of-plane 2pz AOs. The 2a″ band has the form of a superposition 
of nonbonding O 2pz orbital of hydroxyl oxygen and bonding 
π(CO) orbital formed via overlap of ketone’s C 2pz and O 2pz 
orbitals. At the same time, 1a″ MO is a multicenter (3-center) 
π-bonding orbital with out-of-plane geometry. Finally, 3a1 state 
in C-ny TpDOS along with 4a′ and 5a′ states in C-xy TpDOS 
are demonstrated to originate predominantly from O2s AO 
with some impact from 2py AO of carbon and oxygen atoms in 
the case of C-ny TpDOS, and 2px plus 2py AOs of carbon and 
oxygen atoms in the case of C-xy TpDOS. The contribution of 
2p AOs from carbon atoms is asserted to arise due to the pecu-
liarities of the applied projection and can be neglected.

As a net result, the performed theoretical calculations fully 
verify the relevance of identifying the states related to ketones 
and carboxyl groups by means of the comparison of the exam-
ined VB spectra with the DOS spectra of the model formalde-
hyde and formic acid molecules, respectively. Figure 8 sum-
marizes the interpretation of all the features in the VB spectra 
of C-ny graphene and C-xy graphene, arising from both the 
electronic states of the modifying groups and graphene net-
work represented by the theoretically calculated C-ny and 
C-xy TpDOS spectra as well as the DOS of graphene lattice. It 
should be noted that for better coincidence, rGO TpDOS was 
stretched along BE axis by 1.4 times and C-ny and C-xy TpDOS 
were moved to higher energies by 4.3 and 4.6 eV, respectively. 
As seen, the A–G′ spectral features match up nicely to the 
assigned states in the theoretical DOS spectra. Moreover, the 
comparison of the presented spectra gives a consistent explana-
tion of the presence of A spectral feature in the VB spectra of 
C-xy graphene and G′ feature in the VB spectra of C-ny gra-
phene. The appearance of these bands related solely to ketone 

Figure 7. Calculated TpDOS and its projection on the 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz AOs for a) ketone and b) carboxyl group.
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and carboxyl group is due to their presence to some extent in 
the C-xy graphene and C-ny graphene, respectively (Table  1). 
This fact implies that the analysis of VB spectra of graphene 
derivatives also allows one to specify the analysis of the chem-
istry of material via XPS studies.

3. Conclusion

Thus, we show that covalent functionalization of graphene layer 
results in a substantial modification of its VB with the appear-
ance of localized states related to MOs of the modifying func-
tionalities. The proposed empirical approach of applying model 
molecules as references provides the basis to predict and ana-
lyze the impact of certain modifying functionality on the band 
structure of graphene. Both empirical analysis and DFT calcu-
lations by means of using projection of the total DOSs on the 
atoms of the modifying group allow to decompose the impact 
of the localized states corresponding to non-bonding lone pair 
electrons nO2p, σ, and π bonds. This is of high interest within 
the frame of designing the graphene-based catalysts, organic 
photovoltaic devices, and sensing systems. We demonstrated 
that the VB of graphene chemical derivatives can be viewed as a 
superposition of the graphene DOS and molecular-like states of 
the modifying group unless they are not related to π-bonding. 
In this case, the corresponding states are embedded into the 
delocalized system of the π-conjugated graphene network. The 
revealed similarity of molecular-related states in the CMGs and 
model molecules also allowed us to propose the usage of the 
nomenclature for the notation of these states, pointing out their 
symmetry type, analogous to one used for organic molecules. 
The presented results highlight graphene functionalization by 

a certain organic group to be an advanced tool for engineering 
its electronic structure, complementing the common studies 
on the use of graphene derivatization for the alteration of its 
bandgap. Moreover, the analysis of VB of graphenic materials 
can be regarded as a powerful tool to elucidate not only the elec-
tronic structure but their chemistry as well, owing to its sen-
sitivity to the introduction of certain organic molecules. Taken 
together, our findings guide the band structure engineering of 
graphene derivatives, both solely and as a part of Moiré struc-
tures, taking advantage of combining graphene derivatives with 
variously altered VB DOS.

4. Experimental Section
Materials: An aqueous dispersion of graphene oxide was purchased 

from Graphene Technologies (Russia, www.graptechrus.com). Sodium 
silicate (99%, p.a.) was obtained from Merck KGaA, Germany. Argon of 
99.999% purity was obtained from NevaPromGas, Ltd., Russia.

Synthesis Procedure for C-ny Graphene: C-ny graphene was synthesized 
according to the method described in Ref. [29]. GO aqueous dispersion 
(30 mL of 0.3 wt%) was poured into a fluoroplastic cup. Then sodium 
silicate powder was added while stirring to reach pH = 9 in the resulting 
mixture. The pH values of the suspensions were evaluated with a Fisher 
Scientifc Accumet Basic AB15 pH meter (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). 
The obtained suspension was further heated at T = 80 °C for 48 h in the 
air. Afterwards, the resulting mixture was cooled to room temperature 
and copiously washed via centrifugation (Sigma S-16 centrifuge, 
Germany) at 18  200  g for 15  min. with sequential rinsing of the 
obtained sediment at distilled water (30 mL). The described purification 
procedure was repeated few times to obtain an aqueous suspension of 
C-ny graphene platelets.

Synthesis Procedure for C-xy Graphene: C-xy graphene was synthesized 
according to the method described in Ref. [28,58]. GO film deposited 
on the desired substrate (silicon/quartz wafer, TEM grid, multisensory 

Figure 8. The experimental VB spectra (1), its second derivative (2), VB spectra after annealing (3), theoretical DOS spectra of graphene (4), and TpDOS 
of the modifying group (5) for a) C-ny graphene and b) C-xy graphene.
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chip, etc.) via drop-casting was placed onto the quartz window in the 
bottom of the sealed cylindrical reactor of ca. 35 cm3 of volume with 
entries for gas flow input and output at the top. The reactor was 
housed on the top of deuterium lamp L6565 (Hamamatsu, Japan) 
with the maximum intensity at λ = 210 nm (E = 5.90 eV). The distance 
between the sample surface and the lamp was 11  mm. Prior to the 
photochemical modification, the reactor was purged by a 150 sccm flow 
of pure argon gas during 10 min. Afterwards, the deuterium lamp was 
turned on and the GO film was exposed to UV radiation during 20 min. 
with the constant flow of argon, resulting in the conversion of GO into 
C-xy graphene according to the mechanism described in Ref. [58]. The 
temperature of the sample during the irradiation has not exceeded T = 
35 °C.

Synthesis Procedure for rGO, Annealed C-xy Graphene, and C-ny 
Graphene: The rGO samples were prepared by thermal annealing of 
a GO film on a silicon wafer at T  = 800  °C in the ultra-high vacuum 
chamber (P = 10−9 Torr) for 4 h. The annealing of the C-xy graphene and 
C-ny graphene was performed at T  = 650  °C in the ultra-high vacuum 
chamber (P = 10−9 Torr) for 2 h.

Materials Characterization: The XPS and VB spectra were acquired 
at the Russian-German beamline (RGBL) of electron storage ring 
BESSY-II at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB), using the ultrahigh 
vacuum experimental station.[59] For each studied material, the X-ray 
photoelectron spectra were collected in four different areas of the 
sample for the following processing. Prior to the measurements, all 
samples were placed at a chamber evacuated down to a pressure P  = 
10−9 Torr for 6 h to remove all adsorbates.

The recorded X-ray photoelectron spectra were calibrated in 
accordance with the position of the reference Au 4f7/2 line (84.0 eV). In 
the case of low-conducting GO films, the positions of the C 1s and O 
1s lines shifted due to the surface charging effect were corrected by the 
additional shift with respect to the same lines of the rGO.

CasaXPS@ software (Version 2.3.16Dev52, Casa Software Ltd.) 
was used to deconvolute and to subsequently quantify the recorded 
C 1s and O 1s high-resolution spectra. All the spectra were fitted with 
Shirley background. For C-ny, C-xy and r-GO C 1s spectra the best fitting 
result was achieved using six or less symmetric Gaussian−Lorentzian 
lineshapes GL(60) (Gaussian by 40% and Lorentzian by 60%) and one 
asymmetric Lorentzian Finite lineshape LF(α, β, w, m) with values of its 
α, β, w, and m parameters equal to 0.42, 0.82, 230, and 700, respectively. 
For GO C 1s spectrum as well as for all O 1s spectra the best fitting 
results were obtained while using only symmetric lineshapes GL(n) with 
parameter n ranging from 40 to 60. The deconvolution procedure was 
performed until the best agreement between the experimental spectra 
and their fitting was achieved applying nonlinear least-squares routine. 
Afterwards, the C/O ratios, relative concentration of the carbon atoms 
in different states were calculated for all the spectra acquired for each 
material and averaged to yield the reported values.

To check the reliability and inter-consistency of the fitting results 
obtained separately from C 1s and O 1s spectra (CO)/(CO) ratios for 
both types of spectra were calculated. The values of these ratios were 
obtained using Equation (1) for C1s spectra and Equation (2) for O 1s 
spectra:
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In both formulas symbols AC1s(X) and AO1s(Y) designate the areas of 
X and Y components of C1s and O1s spectra, respectively. The values 
of (CO)/(CO) ratios calculated using these equations demonstrate 
a fairly good inter-consistency of the results obtained for the same 
samples. This fact, considering complete independence of data extracted 
from C 1s and O 1s spectra, provides serious evidence in favor of their 
high reliability.

The measurements of the X-ray photoelectron valence band spectra 
were performed along with the XPS studies at the incident photon 
energies of ℏω  = 130 and ℏω  = 850  eV. To provide a convenient 
comparison all the spectra were accurately smoothed (in order to 
eliminate stochastic noise), normalized to the equal intensity of the dip 
between O 2s peak and higher spectral features.

C K near-edge X-ray absorption fine-structure spectra were collected 
in the total electron yield mode by changing the incident photon energy 
and simultaneously recording the sample drain current. C K-edge XAS 
were collected within the range of hv = 280–315 eV with a step of 0.1 eV. 
The measurements were performed at the beam incidence angle of 
54.7°.The as-recorded spectra were further normalized and smoothed 
according to the conventional processing routine.[60]

FTIR spectra were acquired using an Infralum-08 spectrometer 
(InfraLUM, Russia) equipped with the attenuation of total reflectance 
attachment.

For all the spectroscopic measurements CMG films on the silicon 
wafers were applied prepared by the drop-casting of 20 µL of the 
aqueous and isopropyl suspension of the corresponding CMG, of 5 
× 10−3  wt% of concentration, with the subsequent drying overnight at 
room temperature.

The morphology of the studied materials was investigated via 
LD measurements, TEM imagining, ED measurements, and SEM 
imagining. LD measurements of the GO aqueous suspensions were 
carried out with the use of Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern Panalytical, Great 
Britain). The complex refractive index for GO was set as 2.3 + 0.01i 
according to published data,[61] and the Fraunhofer model was chosen 
for the scattering pattern processing as the most appropriate for the 2D 
GO platelets.[62]

TEM images and ED patterns were acquired using the Jeol JEM-2100F 
microscope (Jeol, Japan) at the accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Samples 
for TEM studies were prepared by wetting the TEM Cu grid (400 
MESH) in an aqueous suspension of the studied material of 0.01 wt% 
of concentration. SEM images were acquired using a JSM-7001F 
microscope (Jeol, Japan). Arrays of platelets of the graphene derivatives 
for the SEM imaging were obtained by Langmuir–Blodgett deposition 
the corresponding suspension (20 µL, 0.01 wt%) over silicon wafers (5 × 
7 mm) followed by drying overnight at T = 20 °C in the air.

DFT Modeling: To reveal the electronic structure of functionalized 
graphene, the authors used periodical DFT calculations as implemented 
in Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package.47 The projector-augmented 
wave (PAW) method was used with the Perdew, Burke, Ernzerhof (PBE) 
exchange-correlation functional.[63,64] During the ionic optimization 
Γ-point approximation was used, while for static self-consistent 
calculations Brillouin zone sampling was increased to 11 × 11 × 
1  Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh.[65] RMM-DIIS algorithm was used for ionic 
optimization with ionic and electronic convergence criteria of 0.02 eV Å−1  
and 10−4  eV,[66] respectively. In self-consistent calculations electronic 
convergence criteria was 10−6  eV. In all calculations, plane-wave cutoff 
energy was set as 500 eV.

The detailed description of the theory, lying behind the calculations of 
the projected DOS is presented in Section S3, Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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